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ABSTRACT. The influences of wind and snow distribution at the tree line near Churchill, Manitoba, were studied. Wind profiles above
the snowsurface, snow crystal size and quantity were examined during abrasion experiments with spruce
white branchlets. For white spruce,
the abrasion zone was evidently within80 cm above the snowsurface, and needle removalby abrasion was strongly influencedby branch
age. Removal by abrasion of similar-aged needles was highest in new branches and declined with branch
age up to 7 or 8 years, and then
increasedagainwith older branches. Trees that grew 80 cminheightin 7 or 8 years were successfulinpassingthrough the abrasion zone.
In forest-tundra environments the matted forms of trees were snow covered early in winter and received
little abrasion. Sparsely needled
islands of trees were largely covered with snow atthe base. More densely needledtrees and sometrees within woodlandswere less exposed
to abrasion. The blockage of air flow resulted in high-speed jets, which cleared out snow within a “horseshoe-shapedvortex” around the
base of the tree. Both in much of the woodlands and in the open forest, snow abrasion was minimal or non-existent and snow load on
the branches (qali) becomes the prevalent stress.
During winter, a large proportion of the snowfall was initially blown off the exposed surfaces of Hudson Bay and the coastal tundra
regions, into the woodlands, and eventually
across the tree line and intothe open forest. As the woodlands filled up with snow
in mid-winter,
the rate of snow accumulation in the forest increased from double to triple the snowfall. Variations in the rate of accumulation occurred
with wind speed and direction.
During May, snowmelt began on exposed tundra first and usually ran off the frozen surface. Snowmelt occurred about three weeks
later in the open forest and was characterized there by less runoff, as the water more readily permeated the thawing peat. The late snow
beds are characteristicof the forest-tundra woodlands andwere usually goneby mid-July. The woodlandswere snow free for 1.5-2 months
during the year, while the open forest was snow free for about 3 months and the tundra was largely snow free for 6 months or more.
Key words: tree line, wind, snow, white spruce, abrasion
RÉSUMÉ. L’influence de la distribution du vent et de la neige B la limite forestihre, prhs de Churchill, au Manitoba, constitue le thhme
de cette recherche. On a Btudié le profil Bolien au-dessus de la surface de la neige, ainsi que la taille et la quantit6 des cristaux de neige
au cours d’exp6riences d’abrasion faites sur des petites branches d’epinette blanche. Pour cette dernihre, la zone d’abrasion se situait de
toute Bvidence dans les 80 cm au-dessus de la surface de la neige et la disparition des aiguilles par abrasion Btait fortement influencBe
par l’âge de la branche. La disparition par abrasion des aiguilles d’tige semblableBtait plus Blev& pour les nouvelles branches et diminuait
avec l’âge de la branche, jusqu’h 7 ou 8 ans, pour augmenterB nouveau avec les branches plus vieilles. Les arbres qui poussaient de 80 cm
en 7 ou 8 ans réussissaient B traverser la zone d’abrasion.
Dans les environnements detoundra bois&, les arbres aux formestassBes et enchevêtrks Btaient couverts de neige tôt en hiveret Btaient
peu sujets B l’abrasion. Les îlots d’arbres aux aiguilles clairsemks Btaient largement couverts de neige B la base. Les arbres aux aiguilles
plus fournies et quelques arbres de la forêt-parc Btaient moins exposes B l’abrasion. Le blocage de,la circulation d’air cr&it des courants
trhs rapides qui soufflaient la neige en crbnt un tourbillon en fer B cheval au pied de l’arbre. Dans la plupart de la forêt-parc comme
dans la forêt claire, l’abrasion par
la neige Btait minimeou non existante et la charge nivale sur les branches
(qali)etait le principal agent de stress.
Au cours de l’hiver, une grande quantite de la chute nivale Btait d’abord transportBe par le vent, depuis la surface expos& des rBgions
de la baie d’Hudsonet de la toundra côtihre, jusqu’h la forêt-parc, puis dBpassait lalimite forestihre pour entrer dans la forêt claire. Comme
la forêt-parc se remplissait de neige au milieude l’hiver, le taux d’accumulation nivaledans la forêt passait du double autriple de la chute
de neige. La vitesse et la direction du vent faisaient varier le taux d’accumulation.
Durant le mois de mai, la fonte nivale seproduisait d’abord dans la toundra et ruisselait en gBnBral sur la surface gelBe. La fonte nivale
se produisait environ 3 semaines plus tard dans la forêt claire et s’y caracterisait par une rBduction du ruissellement, du fait que l’eau
s’infiltrait plus facilementdans la tourbe en d6gel. Les combes de neige
tardives Btaient caracteristiquesde la toundra boisBe de la forêt-parc
et avaient gknkralement disparu au milieu de juillet. La forêt-parc Btait libre de neige pendant 1 mois et demi B 2 mois au cours d’une
annBe, alors que la forêt claire Btait libre de neige durant environ 3 mois et la toundra pratiquementlibre de neige durant au moins 6 mois.
Mots clBs : limite forestikre, vent, neige, Bpinette blanche, abrasion
Traduit pour le journal par NBsida Loyer.
INTRODUCTION

In tree-line ecosystems, the importance of wind in winter
is demonstrated by its effects: desiccation by wind (Wardle,
1981; Frey, 1983), abrasion by wind-driven snowparticles
(Hadley and Smith, 1987, 1989), and friction from strong
winds (Grier, 1988), whichcan severely damage overwintering trees. The redistribution of snow by wind may
result in the protection of trees from negative wind effects
during winter (Marr, 1977; Hadley and Smith, 1983, 1987)
but also can cause severe damage during snowmelt (Payette
and Filion, 1985; Lavoie and Payette,1992). Within the tree

line, trees have reached sufficient density to buffer
the direct
wind effects and subsequently modify their environment.
Beyond the tree line, trees are more scattered and different
stresses are prevalent. One distinction is the recognition of
different (apparently wind-generated) crown forms (Yoshino,
1973; Payette, 1974; Scott et al., 1987; Stevens and Fox,
1991). Unique tree responses to wind stress indicate variations
in physical environments in the area of the tree line and that
a classical ecotone or gradient approach to snow-loaded
forests and wind-abraded islands of tree shrubs may be an
oversimplication of separate and discrete systems. Identifying
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unheated room, a minimum of20 ice crystals were sampled
the processesthatlead
to different crownforms
is
from each vial, placed on a calibrated slide and examined
fundamental to understanding the development and subseunder a microscope. The longest two axes were measured
quent stability of the open forest and forest-tundra systems
to the nearest 0.01 mm so that the cross-sectional area of
around the tree line.
the largest surface could be determined.
This study reports a series of experiments that compleTo relate therate of vertical growth in white
spruce at tree
ment descriptions of wind-generated processes occurring
line to the effects of snow abrasion, four full-crowned and
during winter in a tree-line region. First, the relevance of
four abraded-crowned white spruce trees were initially chosen
wind to the development of the zone of abrasion and the
impact of that abrasion
on needle and branch survival in whiteas a branch source. The eight trees were 40-60 years old,
apparentlyhealthyandappeared
representative oflocal
spruce (Picea glauca [Moench] Voss) are examined. Then
populations. For each tree the (undamaged)veqical growth
the wind-speed and snow-depth profiles around different
over the last 12 years was measured and recorded.
crown forms of spruce in their natural environment are
evaluated. Finally, snow redistribution relative to the presence The impact of wind and ice crystals on needle abrasion
or absence of spruce individually, in islands and woodlands was examined during mid-February with 24 three-year-old
and within the open forest
is compared and discussed relative tree-line white spruce branchlets. The branchlets were cut
from the sample trees at random, weighed to the nearest
to the snow-free period.
0.05 gm with atriple beam balance (Ohaus, Florham Park,
N.J. 07932, U.S.A.), and then stapled to wooden poles at
METHODS
20 cm intervals (Scott and Hansell, 1992). In an exposed
area each of the poles was pushed into the snow so that the
Regional Description
branchlets ranged from20 to 160 cm above the snow surface
The tree-line region around Churchill, Manitoba (58"45'N, and was readjusted when necessary
to maintain the branchlets
94'04'W) has been delineated using white spruce crown forms at these levels. After 10 days each branchlet was removed
(Scott et al., 1987). An area close to Hudson Bay where
trees
from the posts and reweighed.
The entire process was underare absent or stemless mats exist in low abundance
is defined
taken outside at ambient temperature.
as tundra. The resultant boundary is similar to that from
To determine the susceptibility of the similar-aged needles
defining tundraby the extreme limit of
trees in other studies
from branchesof variable age to abrasion, 96 two-year-old
(Tranquillini, 1979; Payette, 1983; Kullman,1990). The
branchlets were cut from north-, south-, east- and west-facing
forest-tundra is composed of wind-abraded islands of trees
branches of the third, seventh and eleventh whorls of the
and occasional woodlands that have varying crown forms.
8 white spruce sample trees. (Relative to needle viability,
The region where greater than 95% full-crowned trees are
three-year-old branches would be young, seven-year-old
prevalent is defined as the open forest. The line between the
mature and eleven-year-old senescent [Clark, 19611.) The
open forest and the forest-tundra defines the tree line in this branchlets were weighed in the field
at ambient temperature
study.
with a sheltered triple beam balance. Random pairs were
stapled horizontallyto wooden stakes and maintained10 cm
Tree Abrasion Zone
above the snow surface for 7 days. The branchlets were
The abrasion zone was defined
by measuring two separate examined and reweighed to determine change in weight. The
change in water content during the experiment
was corrected
profiles ofwindvelocity
above the snow surface. Two
for byanegativeexponential
regression (seeScottand
anemometers were wired to an encased CR2lx (Campbell
Hansell, 1992). The residual change in weight was attributed
Scientific Instruments, Edmonton, Alberta) datalogger that
to needle loss.
was strapped to a komatik (sled) and heated with thermochemicalHot Shots (Johnson & Johnson, Peterborough,
Ontario). The reference anemometer measured wind speed Wind Speed and Snow Distribution
at 1.6 m above the snow surface. The second anemometer
Patterns of wind stress around trees were examined by
measured wind speed at 25 cm intervals above the snow
measuring wind speed at 1 m above the snow surface and
surface. The CR2lx was programmed to integrate the wind
snow depths on grids of 1 m intervals around a sparsely
speed over 20 second intervals and then average three such
needled whitespruce island, a densely needled
spruce island
measurements. For each profile the procedure was repeated and spruce trees within a woodland. Measurements began
over a minimumof three minutes. The average wind speeds at the edge of thetree crowns on the four cardinal directions.
at each height interval were then converted to percentages
Wind speeds were recorded using the dual anemometers
of the reference wind speeds.
described above and converted to percentages relative to an
To examine the character of snow in the abrasion zone,
undisturbed reference value. Windspeed measurements were
ice crystals were captured and measured within the first metre
integrated over three 20-second intervals and replicated three
above the snow surface. Glass vials were taped onto a grill
times. Snow depths were also measured on the 1 m grid by
at 1 cm intervals for the first 20 cm, then 4 cm intervals up
pushing a calibrated metal rod through the snow layer.
to 1 m. The grill was placedin an exposedarea and aligned
The distribution of snow on typical exposedforest tundra
so that the trapping vials were facing obliquely to the wind
was examinedby measuring the snow depthon an 86-point
for a 12 h period with wind speeds averaging approximatelygrid at 10 m intervals. Snow depths were also measured at
30 krn-h-' and exceeding40 lun-h-'. In a sheltered,
selected locations along a transect that passed through a
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forest-tundra woodland and in the open forest by taking a
minimum of 30 random depth measurements at a location
140
1601
approximately 500 m inside the tree line. The snow depths
were taken periodically over five winters (1987-88 to
1991-92) and repeated after selected snowfallswithina
winter. In addition, other snow depth measurements were
taken on lake ice and sea ice and around specific trees.
To determine snow density and water equivalents during
mid-February, three 300 ml samples were taken from the
top, middle and bottom of five snow profiles from open forest
and exposedforest tundra. Each sample was meltedand the
change in volume was recorded. Regional snowfall
data and
the respective snow-water equivalent were also provided by
the ChurchillWeather Office, Churchill, Manitoba. Thestaff
0
at the Weather Office used an MSC Nypher Shielded Snow
I
Gauge (Goodison et al., 1981) situated on a fully exposed
0
level site 1.5 m above the ground. The periods of snow
accumulation beganafter 1 November and were terminated
before the first day of thaw in spring. This ensures that no
140
melt had occurred.
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The wind profiles(Fig. 1) were created during an ambient 0
5 80
wind speed of around 20k h - l and 30 km-h-l, typical of
conditions during February. Windspeed increased exponen- 9 60
tially above the snowsurface, reaching 79%of the reference
ZONE OF
40
value by 25cm and exceeding90%by 75 cm. Snow crystals
ABRASION
were most numerous nearthe surface, where windspeed was
20
least. There was a high frequency of hexagonal
crystals
(including sub-hedral, dihedral, II [c], 1, a; after Nakayana,
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
0
1954) near the snow surface, with increasing proportions of
WEIGHT LOSS (%)
hollow tubes and horns (IV [CP] 3) above 10 cm and with
FIG. 1. Wind speed profiles taken at25 cm intervals above the snow surface
winged crystals (III[C], 1 , a, c) dominating above 80 cm.
during atypical 20 km.h-Iand30
km.h-l windduringFebruaryat
The cross-sectional area of the crystals within 1 cm of the
Churchill, Manitoba (top, circles). Wind speed is least near the surface,
snow surface was 0.230 m m 2 (SD f 0.190). Crystal size
where theice crystals are numerous and very large (top,
squares). Ice crystal
declined rapidly with height,until at 10 cm the average crystal size decreases rapidly to a minimum in the first 10 cm, then increases
slightly up to the first metre.Above 10 cm the crystalsize is variable due
was 0.022 m m 2 (SD f 0.017). The average cross-sectional to
changes in form. The change in weight due to needle
loss at various
area at 24 cm height was 0.009m m 2 (SD f 0.009) and
heights above the snow surface
of 3-year-old white spruce branchlets after
10 days of abrasion by wind-driven ice crystals is also shown (bottom).
increased slightly above this, where a higher proportion of
Consistent abrasionis limited to the first80 cm above the snow surface.
winged or kite-shaped crystals appeared.
The vertical growth of the abraded-crowned, forest-tundra
The two-year-old white spruce branchlets placed 10 cm
trees averaged 11.8 cm (SDf 2.22), as compared to 13.2 cm
(SD f 1.28) for the full-crowned, open forest trees over above the snow surface for 7 days lost from 4 to 7 % of their
initial weight. Although the weight loss due to needle damage
the past 12 years. In total, the average height growth of the
washighly variable, some trends are evident (Fig. 2).
eight sample trees was12.5 cm (SDf 1.72), similar to other
Branchlets from the forest-tundra trees consistently lost more
height increments measuredinthe
area (Scott et al.,
needlesthan branchlets from full-crowned trees. This
1987, 1988).
The three-year-old white spruce branchlets placed at 20 cmdifference is significant for branchlets from the seven-yearold branches (t = 3.75, p < .Ol), which were most resistant
intervals above the snow surface for 10 days showed clear
to needle loss. Greatest needle loss occurred in branchlets
evidence of needle loss. Under average conditions the rate
from three-year-oldandeleven-year-old
branches. This
of needle loss approached 1 % of the total branch weight per
confirms the field observation that lower branches (older than
day inthe first 40 cmabove the snowpack (Fig. 1). The rate
of weight loss declined to less than 10 % of this value above ten years) often lose all of their needles in asingle blizzard,
while younger branches are more resistant (Fig. 3).
140 cm. Significant and ongoing needleloss was restricted
The windspeed around both islands ofwhite spruce
to the first 80 cm above the snowpack. Under severe bliz% of the reference valueon the
declined
to approximately 90
zard conditions even for a few hours, complete loss of needles
upwind side and increased by similar proportions on the
from branches near the snow surface was observed.
P
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speedwas located immediately behind the stem(s) and
the recorded snowfall (Fig. 5). As winter progressed, the
gradually increased with distance downwind. Typical of mostrate of accumulation in the open forest increased, reaching
trees in the area, the densely needled island under study and three times the recorded snowfall during two of the three
some of the woodland trees had a distinct jet of relatively
years studied.
high-speed air moving through channels within or around
the tree structure.
DISCUSSION
At the sparsely needledisland, the horizontal depth profile
Moving awayfrom the snow surface, the increasing wind
of accumulated snow began atapproximately 80 cm depth,
speed
initially corresponds to adecrease in size and number
2-3 m upwind of the structure, gradually increasing
110tocm
of
ice
crystals. Frequent collisions with structures resistant
which covers the basal mass of branches, and declining to
to
the
airflow, such as spruce needles, creates the zone of
80 cm, 2-3 mdownwind (Fig. 4). The resulting winter
abrasion,
which is largely limited to the first 80 cm above
appearance of the island is that of an aggregation of dead,
the
snow.
Hollow and aerodynamically complex
crystals are
branchless and severely abraded stems protruding from a
relatively
sparse
and
dominate
the
upper
portion
of the
snowbank. Snow accumulation near the upwind side of the
abrasion
zone
and
higher.
The
damage
to
leaf
tissues
on
densely needled island was 75 cm, and it increased to 150
cm within the island. A wind-scouredtrough approximately
400
40 cm wide and 25 cm deep occurs just downwind of the
island, but beyond this, in the lee, the snow surface rises
300
to a peak at 200 cm depth approximately 3 m downwind.
The woodland tree was situated in approximately 85 cm of
snow, with very little upwind or cross-wind redistribution
200
evident. The area underneath the foliage and immediately
downwind had less than half
the snow depth. Approximately
100
3 m downwind was a snow drift above the ambient level
shaped as a plume. The snow deposition in the open forest
0
was more or less uniform, with subtle contours associated
with ground features such as stumps.
Over the five years of study, the mid-February average
300
snow depth in the open forest ranged from 49 cm in 1988
200
to 75 cm in 1989 (Table 1). During mid-February, 1992,
s
when data were collected from all tree-line environments,
100
approximately 20 cm ofsnowhad
accumulated on ice
surfaces, while40 cm had accumulated on the exposed forest
0
tundra. A maximum depth of 420 cm was measured in the
400
forest-tundra woodland and up to 58 cm had accumulated
in the openforest. Brown Beckel (1957) reports similar snow
depths at Churchill during the early 1950s.
300
To compare with the measured snowfall at the Churchill
Weather Office, the open forest data were converted to snow- 200.
water equivalents. The average water equivalent of the
exposed forest-tundra snow column was
% and29the powder
snow in the open forest was 25 % . These values are within
the expected range based on measurement in other similar
studies (Marchand; 1991; Timoney et al., 1992; Churchill
'DECEMBER'JANUARY 'FEBRUARY' MARCH
Weather Office, Churchill, Manitoba) and are used here as
FIG. 5. The snow accumulation in the open forest as a percentage of the
an average of changing snow densities that will vary with
reported snowfall at the Churchill WeatherOffice during monthly periods
temperature and season.
in the winters of 1988-89 (top), 1989-90 (middle)and 1990-91 (bottom).
During early winter, the rate of snow accumulation in the
The snowfall and snow depth figures were initially converted to water
open forest was approximately one and a half times that of
equivalents.

I
1

1

TABLE 1. Comparative snow depths in cm for Churchill, Manitoba, during mid-February
Year
19928.13
1991
1990
1989
198849.9

Ave
20.5
,

-

8.31 226.0

S e a ice forest
SD
-

75.2 18.96

Open
Lake ice tundra
Ave
SD

450.0
18.0
12.6

24.24
6.16

Forest
AVE

40.7

SD

-

Ave

Come veak

-7.71
-2.54

SD
68.7
57.1
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impact would be greatest when the collision is most localized
to the sharp edge of a complex crystal. Above the 80 cm
levelsomeneedleremoval
occurs, butmostcommonly,
cuticular abrasion that leads to desiccation during the growing
season (Frey, 1983; Hadley and Smith, 1989) is prevalent.
Cuticular damagewasnotquantified
during the needle
abrasion studies, although all of the trees were evidently
already in a state of desiccation associated with the long,
very cold winter period just before the study period (Scott
and Hansell, 1992).
Needles from different locations throughout thetree have
differences in susceptibility to damage by wind abrasion
(Hadley andSmith, 1983). It was apparent during our study
.
iMM)
RING WIDTH
of whitespruce branches inthe zone of abrasionthat needles
of different age were of different size and susceptibility to FIG.6. The annual growth layers (i.e., the average annual growth ring
being completely abraded away.Further, needles of the same along the entire stem) for a full-crowned (top) and an abraded-crowned
(bottom) white spruce during 1970-82. While narrow ring widths occur
age had differing resistance to removal, reflecting the historyin the bare trunk at the bottom of the full-crown tree, narrow rings are
of the tree (crown form) and theage of the branch. Needles
not evident in the bare abrasion zone of the abraded tree. This may be
because of contributions to the ring from the dense growth
of needles in
produced on new branches are initially susceptible to being
the basal mass below (from Hansell et al., 1984).
abraded away. As the branches age overan 8-year period,
each subsequent crop of needles becomes more resistant to
being removed by abrasion. After 8 years, branches again
The density of a wind barrier is directly proportional to
become more susceptible to needle
loss, and increasingly the theheightof
the plume(snow
depth) andinversely
seasonal crop of needles willbe lost during the first winter.
proportional to its length (Oke, 1987:245). Densely needled
Consequently, to successfully grow through the abrasion
islands reduce winter airflow and trap most snow in such
zone, shoot growth should exceed 80 cm in 7 or 8 years.
a plume on the downwind side. The redistribution of snow
In this study the trees that were successful at Churchill
appears to enhance establishment of shrubs such as Betula
grew 80 cm in6.4 years onaverage. This amount of growth glandulosa, light-tolerant mosses such as Tomenthypnum
is typical of measurementsin other local studiesas well (Scott nitens and other snow-bed species. Areasdownwind to
et al., 1987, 1988). Once through the abrasion zone, new
slightlycross-windofthe
islands produced jets where
branches developwith needles largely remaining intact but
upwardly displacedair moves back down to the
surface. On
are prone to cuticular damage from a lesser intensity of
the upwind side, and where
jets occur, lichen-heath develops.
abrasion (Hadleyand Smith, 1989). As lower branches
High-speed air jets developin front of the cushion(or skirt)
become older, needle loss within 80 cm of the snowpack
of the tree island and on the right-hand side (while viewing
surface accelerates, leading to localized branch loss and stem
from upwind),whichpartiallyremoves
the snow.The
damage. In fact, most abraded stems of the forest-tundra
cushions with the direct impact from the jets have the most
white spruce are reddish, as they have lost all dead barkon
densely needled branches, which often become encrusted with
the upwind side, and resin blisters are common, indicating
ice and snow.
damage to the living phloem within the bark. The removal
Over long periods of time there may be a trend towards
of needles and branches and
bark loss apparently do not
woodland
development on the forest tundra. Marr (1977)
significantly impede wood production or height growth in
suggests
that
high-speedjets create unfavourable conditions
the stem (Fig. 6).
as the
In the extreme condition, low ground temperatures produce between tree islands, which would become more severe
gap
between
them
narrowed.
This
would
prevent
the
islands
poor growth (Delucia, 1986; Scott et al., 1987; Day et al.,
from
growing
laterally,
coalescing
and
forming
woodlands.
1991), resulting in a prolonged period in the most severe
zone of abrasion and frequentloss of the terminal buds. The At Churchill, woodland formationappears to develop along
ridgesandinwind-sheltered
sites, where spruce islands
subsequent disorganization leads to even poorer growth,
become grouped. The subsequentheight increase from
which often results in failure to erect a shoot through the
ongoing stem growth and decline in barrier density due to
abrasion zone. However, the krummholztree islands on the
area ofsnowaccumulation
forest tundra,mostly stemlessmats and cushions (see Payette, needle loss lengthenthe
downwind,
eventually
filling
in between the islands. Within
1974; Marr, 1977; Scott et al., 1987; Marchand, 1991;
the
woodland
complex,
high-speed
wind
jetsforman
Lavoie and Payette, 1992), are least exposed to abrasion.
asymmetric
horseshoe-shaped
vortex
(Kind,
1981) around
These islands accumulate snow early
in the season andremain
the base of some stems, clearing snow from beneath the raised
buried
throughout
the
winter.
Snow
infilling
also
are sparsely needled, as depicted cushions (Adams, 1981; Kind, 1981). Snow loading on the
characterizes the islands that
branches of most trees occurs frequently during quiet periods
in Figure 4 (top). The snow cover may reduce winter
and inareas with the greatest shelter from the wind. During
desiccation (Tranquillini, 1979; Hadley and Smith, 1987),
our study, the snow beneath the woodland study tree was
but delayed snowmelt often results in low ground
movedout from underthecrownanddepositedin
the
temperatures during the growing season (Brown Beckel,
branches on the downwind side (Fig. 4, bottom).
1957; Rouse, 1984a).
"
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In the open forest, the air movement was minimal at the
R. Bello, R. Bentley, W. Rouse andP. Adams. Snowfall data and
information were provided by the Churchill Weather Office,
snow surface during periods of measurement and heavy snow
load on thetrees was common(e.g., m i t t , 1978; Marchand, Churchill, Manitoba. Logistics were provided through the Churchill
Northern StudiesCentre (CNSC), D. DeMeulles, C. Paddock and
1991). Snow was also absent under open forest treesat the
L. Lee. Funding was provided by NSERC, the Northern Scientific
edge of clearings. Such trees develop in association with frostTraining Program and the CNSC.
heavingandsubsequentpalsa
development, resulting in
“drunken forests” (e.g., Marchand, 1991). Seppala (1986)
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